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the Electorate was now subjected to merciless suffering for
England's sake.
Commercial grievances which had led to the brink of war The War of
-,	ft	i	.      i     TTr       Jenkins's
as early as 1732 came to a head seven years later in the War Ear, 1739.
of Jenkins's Ear. The English Assiento privilege of sending
one ship only to Spanish America had been widely abused,
for this one ship was regularly replenished outside a South
American harbour from a small fleet of vessels which were
thus in effect trading with Spanish territory even though
they were never found in a Spanish port. An enormous
illicit trade had sprung up between New England and New
Spain so that it was reckoned that the English trade, which
was legally proscribed, was as great as that of Spain which
was legally permitted.1 Spain therefore quite reasonably
claimed a right of search, which, however oppressively
exercised, was a legal and justifiable effort to prevent
flagrant abuses of her monopoly of colonial trade. By
1738, however, both countries were ready for an amicable
settlement, and thanks to the ability of Walpole the Con-
vention of Pardo was accepted the next year. Spain agreed
to give compensation for her wrongful searches, and the
South Sea Company, which controlled the English trade,
was to pay to the Spanish Crown £68,000 in settlement of
the claim for evasion of duties.2 This statesmanlike paci-
fication was wrecked on the one hand by Spain's refusal to
pay before the Company's money had been received, and,
on the other, by the violent agitation of the English oppo-
sition, the Company and the pamphleteers; war broke out,
therefore, in November, 1739.
The War had been in process for only a year, Porto Bello P16^^^
had been taken, but Admiral Vernon had not yet failed in Succession
his attempt to capture Cartagena, when the struggle became opeas' x 4°"
merged  in   a   great   European   outburst.    The   Emperor
Charles VI had died in October, 1740, and Frederick the
Great, repudiating the Pragmatic Sanction, invaded Silesia
in December: George II, cherishing not only Hanoverian
loyalty to the Emperor, but also his personal hostility to his
1	Hotblack, Chatham's Colonial Policy, p. 6.
2	Von Ruville, William Pitt, vol. i, p. 156,

